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DAFFODILS IN THE CEMETERY
Recent discussions between members of the Friends’ Committee and Gardens staff
have looked at the possibility of extending the plantings of daffodils (and perhaps other
spring bulbs) within the Cemetery and its surroundings. The suggestion is that a couple
of specific areas be identified for planting, preferably where major trees and shrubs
will provide shelter for the new plants from wind extremes. The east-facing lawn at the
top of the pedestrian bridge could be the first trial area for this initiative, with the northfacing lawns at the end of Kinross Street being another option.
Keep a lookout for developments in this area.
Karl Bale

Left: The bank just above the overbridge could look more colourful next spring….
Right: More of this please!
Photos: Karl Bale & Kate Fortune
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A LOST BURIAL FOUND - CAPTAIN ROBERT WOODGATE
On 18 December 1968 plot number 3615 of the Church of England Cemetery (Bolton
Street) was disinterred for the motorway, and three human remains were noted as being
moved to the “MG” (Memorial Grave) below the Memorial Garden. At this time the
grave at plot 3615 had been unmarked since all traces were demolished on 24 March
1941. The “Map Book” records the “wood headstone: inscription indecipherable” and
“picket fence, 4 ft high; several pickets missing, also gate” were removed on 24 March
1941 in the course of an attempt to clean up the cemetery, during which many illegible
wooden memorials and associated fences were burnt.
There was no record of the name and date of anyone buried in this grave, but the “Map
Book” says “…shown as Woodgate on original Bolton St plan, but no record of this
name appears in existing records”. (The “original Bolton St plan” is the pre-1889 map
of the Church of England Cemetery). On the basis of this information, we had listed
“Woodgate” (first name unknown, date of burial unknown), in our burial list database
as belonging to this plot.
On 15 July this year, an enquiry via our website asked, “Could the Woodgate in plot
3615 be Robert Woodgate who died 30 December 1863 and buried on 31 December
1863?”
Given that lead, I investigated the possibility, and found the following information
almost at once:The Wellington Independent of 31 December 1863 reported “Died – Woodgate, on
Wednesday 30th December, at his late residence, Manners Street, Mr Robert Woodgate,
second son of Mr R Woodgate, Beer, Devonshire, England, aged 42 years.
The Register of the original St Paul’s Church has “Woodgate, Robert, publican, aged
42, 30 Dec 1863”, which makes it very likely that he had indeed been buried in the
nearby Bolton Street Cemetery. If his age is correct, Robert Woodgate must have been
born about 1820 or 1821.
NZ Births, Deaths and Marriages historical records on-line has this death record for 30
December 1863: No.1863/4391 “Woodgate, Robert, 42 years.” No further Woodgate
death is recorded between 1848 and 1950.
Ward’s “Early Wellington” reveals Robert Woodgate lived on the west side of
Taranaki St in 1863, and listings in “Papers Past” mention Robert Woodgate as captain
of the schooner Sarah & Elizabeth (20 tons) in 1858, the schooner Sisters (18 tons) in
1859 and the ketch Juno (50 tons) in 1862. Information provided by the family reveals
that he arrived in New Zealand in 1841, was later the publican of the Coach and Horses
Hotel, and also that he married Mary Ann (a.k.a. Margaret) Heberley, eldest daughter
of the famous James (“Worser”) Heberley on 5 July 1852. They had three or possibly
four children. (NZ BDM has only three children born to Mary Ann and Robert
Woodgate between 1859 and 1862.) After Robert’s death, the family reports that she
“took up” with Robert’s brother William Henry Woodgate and had another seven
children.
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At the time of his death, Robert was the publican of the Horse and Coaches, apparently
on the corner of Manners and Taranaki streets, whose original publican (about 1854)
was James Ames, a former whaler, who is also buried in Bolton Street. In 1858
Nathaniel Valentine took it over, but in 1860 Valentine took over the licence of another
hotel, so Woodgate must have been the publican from 1860 until his death in 1863.
The evidence is compelling that the “Woodgate” in plot 3615 is indeed Robert
Woodgate, who died on 30 December 1863 and was buried on 31 December 1863. Our
burial list database has been amended, and when the memorial panel for those
disinterred for the motorway is corrected, his name will need to be added. (The other
two human remains are unknown, but are possibly unconnected with Robert’s burial).
It is a pity that his illegible wooden memorial had been removed and probably burnt
long before the motorway excavation, but at least we now know who he was, where he
was buried, and that he is now under the Memorial Garden. All this was made possible
because a descendant made an enquiry, giving us the vital clues of his first name and
date of death. If only all the “unknowns” were so easy to identify!
Story & photos: Nick Perrin

Above: The record in the “Map
Book” noting that the inscription
on the wooden headstone was
indecipherable, and that the picket
fence had several pickets missing
Left: Section 36 of the pre-1889
map showing the grave marked
“Woodgate” in the centre of this
image
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BOLTON STREET CEMETERY MUSEUM
The interior of the replica mortuary chapel on Bolton Street, shown below, is about to
undergo a major renovation and upgrade in the coming year. As Jenny Button reported
to this year’s AGM in July, it is 20 years since the current displays were installed and
a new approach is needed.
There is general agreement that refreshing the interior and updating the displays with
best-practice use of colourful and interesting material will create an enhanced visitor
experience. What we want this project to achieve is to provide improved interpretative
information about the Cemetery’s significance in Wellington’s history and heritage. A
key decision is to stop referring to the building as “the Chapel” and instead to call it
the Bolton Street Cemetery Museum. Displays will begin with a graphic time-line
showing the Cemetery’s history and will highlight that this is New Zealand’s oldest
urban cemetery with strong connections to early colonial history.
We also feel that changing the previous focus on the “memorial” aspect of displays is
timely since we now have a Memorial Garden and a Memorial Wall. To this end, we
plan to remove the raised dais and ropes on the back wall and relocate the Wakefield
grave items to one side. We will retain the “pews” seating but intend to reconfigure all
existing furniture.
We are confident that the Museum can become more appealing by using simple, clear
language and adding colourful displays aimed at children and set low on walls. We
hope that the end result will be to raise the profile of the Bolton Street Cemetery as
well as its Museum. We would love more people to become aware of the Cemetery as
a source of interesting information as well as an enjoyable family experience.
We would welcome input from any of our readers – if you have been involved in any
similar exercise and/or are willing to share your interest and expertise. Please contact
Jenny (email on p.9) if you’d like to join a reference group for further discussion.
Kate Fortune

Part of the plan is to
remove the small
dais and roped area
at the far wall
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MEMORIAL WALL FOR “LOST GRAVES”
One of the interesting challenges for the Friends over the years has been to find a way
to commemorate someone who was definitely buried in the Cemetery, but whose plot
location cannot be established with certainty. The exact burial places of a significant
number of people – particularly in the earliest years of the colony – cannot be
identified. Records of burials and plot locations from the first decade or so have not
survived, and some early graves had wooden markers that have since decayed beyond
recognition or been lost.
An intriguing example was the Lovell family killed in the 1848 earthquake. BarrackSergeant James Haines Lovell was 57; he and his two children, William Sydney, aged
6, and Amelia Caroline, aged 4, died after a brick wall collapsed on them in the street,
the only deaths to occur in that earthquake.
Another – of personal interest to me – was Frederick J France, the first proprietor of
the Southern Cross Hotel in Wellington in 1841. His unfortunate predilection for
alcohol later indicated it was not a suitable occupation. Having drunk away any profits
from selling “the best wines in the colony”, he then became an employee of the
harbourmaster, as Signalman at the Lookout on Mt Albert. Alas, Frederick (my greatgreat-great-grandfather) died aged 46 on 10 Oct 1853, and was buried in the Sydney
Street Cemetery – although the exact location is unknown.
For such cases, installing a commemorative plaque was always an option, but the idea
of putting a cluster of plaques in some suitable location could have resulted in the
worrying prospect of a wide range of different styles (materials and colours).
Having discussed possibilities over some
time, we eventually settled on the best
location – namely, the stone wall (left) that
forms a substantial backdrop to the
Memorial Garden that sits above the vault
where those disinterred by the construction
of the urban motorway now lie. We
investigated a possible scheme of stipulating
the materials and dimensions of plaques, but
all of us remained unsure.
Everything changed this year, thanks to
Simon Lewis, ‘The Tombstone Doctor’. His
ingenious solution was to inscribe stones
already in the wall rather than to inscribe a
plaque and attach it to the wall. His
technique is to grind a suitable stone just
enough to provide a flat working surface,
and then to etch the inscription on-site.
Right: Simon and his wife AJ at work
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The cost for an inscribed stone is likely to be between $600 and $900 (depending on
the number of letters required) and we are confident
that the end result will be appealing as well as suitably
unobtrusive. All enquiries and requests must first be
considered by the Friends’ committee, but once
approved, the applicants will be free to deal and
negotiate directly with Simon.
Story & photos:
Kate Fortune

WORKING BEES IN OCTOBER 2019
We had a very successful October session, working in the lower cemetery. We started
at the Monk grave, which is just below the overbridge. As noted in the May 2019
newsletter, the Monk family have had the tombstone re-erected but there was concern
about people walking across the grave. The outline of the grave was marked and at the
working bee the turf was removed, the border outlined with bricks and the area has
been mulched in preparation for a garden being planted.
For our 2019/2020 working bees we will be concentrating mainly on wooden grave
surrounds. We are fortunate to have a good number of these very early picket fences in
Bolton Street Cemetery, which are mainly totara. In many other Victorian cemeteries
they have rotted away, collapsed or been replaced, and we would like to preserve what
we have. Our work involved clearing earth and leaves from around the posts and rails.
When this is done it is usually possible to lift the fencing to reveal how much of the
wood that had been covered has remained intact or, in many cases, how much has rotted
away. Decisions can then be made about what restoration is feasible. Prior to any
repairs or restoration, just raising and then re-aligning the remaining post and rail
fencing improves the appearance of the graves as well as strengthening the structure.
We plan to have another “wooden railings” session in November, probably in the
Easdale Street section.
Thank you to all those Friends (and friends of Friends) and to Karl Noldan and other
Botanic Garden staff who have participated in our working bees. A very special thank
you goes to Stuart Allen for his work in arranging what we do and for always being at
the sessions. I will miss his help and encouragement, and wish him well for the future.
Jennifer Robinson
Photos on page 7: Jennifer Robinson & Kate Fortune
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The Monk grave: before (above) and after
Below: Wooden surrounds in lower Cemetery

Scenes from the
Working Bee on
Sunday 20 October
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FAREWELL TO STUART ALLEN
The Friends recently learned with considerable
regret that Stuart Allen (Curator – Heritage
Gardens) would be leaving at the end of
November to travel with his wife in Europe.
Stuart joined the Gardens team in May 2015 and
very quickly made a significant design input into
the layout of the Memorial Garden. Reflecting on
his time at the Gardens, Stuart said that he had
loved being involved with such diverse projects as
the Herb Garden, the Truby King Garden, the
Heritage Rose Collection and the Lady Norwood
Rose Garden. He hoped that he had added to the
work of previous gardeners and left a base from
which others could continue to build.
Asked about the highlights of his time, Stuart recalled the replanting scheme in the
Chapel Museum area, the detailed discussions on the provenance of the Harris Rose,
and the work done to update the database of heritage roses in the Bolton Street
Cemetery and their integration into the National Heritage Rose register.
Looking to the future Stuart noted the plan, in conjunction with the Friends, to continue
the expansion of the daffodil planting programme. He said that two new areas for this
initiative had been identified and integrated into the Gardens plan for the coming year.
Story & photo: Karl Bale

Stuart’s legacy in the Cemetery includes design
features such as the rose arch supporting the old
Banksia rose on the Robertson grave above, and
the layout of unnamed memorials in the Memorial
Garden on the right
Photos: Priscilla Williams & Kate Fortune
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REPORT FROM THE BOTANIC GARDEN MANAGER
David Sole’s report to the Friends’ AGM on 11 July 2019 noted
the successful completion of a busy work programme, with longawaited wrought iron work repairs.
Some of the highlights were:
 Development of the Anzac Memorial Trail, which can be
used again for Anzac Days and Armistice Day
commemorations. The combination with the Anzac crosses
was especially powerful and poignant this year.
 Relocation of the Samuel Parnell plaque from the chapel
museum. This meant a great deal to the Trades Hall
restoration team.
 September 2018 through to November 2019 marks the 150th anniversary year for
the Botanic Garden, with a calendar of events being finalised.
 A successful year for the artist-in-residence programme at the Sexton’s Cottage
with a high occupancy. Will look to identify and explore opportunities to
improve connections with artists, beyond just offering the cottage.
 A sincere acknowledgement of the contributions of Judy Bale and John Daniels
to the Friends over many years.
 Warm gratitude for the Friends’ work and especially to Jenny and the committee.
Summary: Karl Bale
[Editors’ note: David Sole is taking up a 12-month secondment at the end of November as
project manager for the Watts Peninsula/ Motu Kairangi project in 2020. ]

COMMITTEE CONTACTS 2019 – 20
Jenny Button
President
Priscilla Williams
Vice President
Elizabeth Fletcher
Minutes Secretary
Kate Fortune
Treasurer
Karen Adair
Karl Bale
David Dunsheath
Nick Perrin
Jennifer Robinson

Policy & strategies, Tours
co-ordinator
Repairs, research, Guide
Committee Minutes
Membership Secretary,
Guide, Editor Newsletter
Mount Street Cemetery
liaison
Gardens liaison, repairs and
Newsletter Sub-editor
Iron railings repairs
Biographical & burial list
research, Guide
Working Bees co-ordinator,
Guide
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A TALE OF TWO CEMETERIES: SYMONDS ST & BOLTON ST
The history of Symonds St Cemetery in Auckland parallels to a great extent that of the
Bolton St Cemetery. The Auckland cemetery was established in 1842, barely two years
after the Wellington one which was the first cemetery in New Zealand, using the
precise definition of “cemetery” as a planned and landscaped public reserve for burials.
(For more detail on this point, see “Unearthly Landscapes – New Zealand’s early
cemeteries, churchyards and urupa,” by Stephen Deed.)
Bolton St Cemetery (soon divided into three cemeteries) was allocated 18 acres, plus
an additional acre set aside at Mount St for the Roman Catholic burials. Symonds St
was slightly larger at 22 acres, covering all denominations. Both cemeteries were close
to the early townships and were patterned on the new ideas in Europe about public
burial grounds in attractive garden settings. The picturesque style then fashionable can
be seen in their hilly settings, their woodland plantings and in the winding pathways of
the respective Anglican sections. Even Bishop Selwyn’s tree planting is part of their
shared history. In Auckland he may have planted the cemetery’s oak trees as he did
around Government House with seeds given to him by Queen Victoria. In Wellington
the magnificent oak tree in the lower cemetery is believed to have been planted by the
Bishop in 1842.
Later history also has parallels. As both towns grew, complaints about the proximity
of the cemeteries to housing also increased and before the end of the century secondgeneration cemeteries, larger and further out of town, had been opened. In Auckland
Symonds St Cemetery closed when its replacement at Waikumete opened in March
1886. In Wellington, both the Bolton St Cemetery and Mount St Cemetery closed in
1892 after the Karori Cemetery was opened.
Sadly both of the early cemeteries suffered from motorway development in the 1960s.
Symonds St Cemetery lost about a quarter of its site to the Auckland motorway and
now covers just under six hectares. In Wellington the loss was more significant because
of other public works in addition to the urban motorway; its total area is now less than
two hectares.
In Auckland around 4100 burials were disinterred. Their early records being
particularly scant, a firm figure for total burials is hard to obtain for Symonds St. One
of the Auckland publications gives an estimate of “10,000 or more” which seems to be
rather low and a figure of about 15,000 has also been mentioned. Bolton St Cemetery
has a record of around 8500 burials of which about 3700 were moved for the motorway,
this representing well over one third of all graves.
Wellington’s record for memorials is more encouraging as we still have 1334
gravestones (plus around another 150 at Mount St). This includes an important and
unusual collection of wooden grave markers. In Auckland a 2016 survey noted 1200
remaining monuments. Both cemeteries contain significant examples of 19 th century
funerary arts and crafts covering a range of styles and materials and are of course very
important social records of our early history. As the urban centres become more
crowded, the heritage cemeteries are becoming important green recreational spaces.
FoBSC newsletter #88 Nov 2019
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Given our parallel histories, we have long been interested in exchanging information
and recently suggested a visit to Wellington from the Auckland personnel. This visit
took place on 18 September, a lovely spring day when our beautiful cemetery was
glowing with daffodils. The two visitors were Lynda Lucas, Programme Specialist for
Service Programmes, Parks, Sport and Recreation, Auckland City Council and Martin
Horwood from Artemis Conservation, Auckland. Sadly no-one from the Friends of
Symonds St Cemetery was able to come, but both Lynda and Martin had a range of
expertise which proved to be of great interest. Lynda looks after the many parks and
green spaces in Auckland but concentrates in particular on the heritage cemetery
because of the significant challenges it faces. Martin is a professional conservator who
has been commissioned to restore and repair the wide range of heritage monuments,
many of which are in poor condition.
Starting with a tour of our cemetery, our visitors had a long and full day, including
talks with WCC/Botanic Garden staff and visits to Mount St Cemetery and the Karori
Cemetery. The latter was included because it has some interesting heritage material
and as a Karori Cemetery Friends group is in the process of formation. Topics covered
in discussions included policy and budget planning, maintenance and conservation
policy, outreach programmes and heritage roses. At a practical level, it was especially
useful to exchange information about different conservation methods for the 19 th
century masonry, iron and timber assets.
What did we learn from this exercise? Firstly that their challenges are much greater
than ours. The Symonds St Cemetery has suffered from a longer and more serious
period of neglect than its Wellington counterpart. Our cemetery has always been a
popular pedestrian route and a much visited extension of the Botanic Garden.
Opposition to the motorway prompted the very early formation of a Friends group in
1977 that has ensured the survival of our more fragile heritage material, especially our
woodwork. In contrast the Auckland motorway plans to take cemetery land apparently
generated little public protest and the Friends of Symonds St Cemetery was not formed
until 2013, almost 40 years after our organisation.
As well as a lower public profile the Auckland cemetery also suffers a greater problem
of vagrancy and rubbish accumulation, plus significant vandalism because of its
proximity to streets in the CBD. This is not just graffiti but also random destruction of
tombstones, especially marble ones, averaging around ten a year. This rate of damage
and the high cost of quality restoration makes it almost impossible to make progress
with repair work. The beautiful wooded sections, especially in the Anglican section,
also have a huge problem with tree root damage and constant dampness.
It seems however that the Auckland City Council is now well aware of the problems
of their heritage cemetery and is probably more significantly involved than our Council
in restoring and managing its heritage assets. The work done by the local authorities
over past decades is impressive, including a new survey of all graves fully digitalised
(we are envious), the production of a Conservation Plan (which we do not have) and
subsequent writing of Repair and Conservation Guidelines, which we do have but
lacking the thoroughness of the Auckland maintenance provisions. In Wellington more
of this work is left to volunteers and our systems have evolved through a pragmatic
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rather than a regulatory regime. In 2012 the Waitemata Local Board embarked on a
long-term plan to restore Symonds St Cemetery to a heritage park and their timeline of
achievements to date is considerable. The Auckland repair budget is double ours,
reflecting the greater amount of “catch-up” work.
In 2008 the Symonds St Cemetery was placed on the Heritage NZ list with Category
One status. The Bolton St Cemetery is on the WCC list as a heritage area which
provides it with adequate legal protection. However it is not listed with Heritage NZ.
This is a significant omission given that it is the oldest cemetery in New Zealand and
contains an important collection of unique heritage items, probably more than any other
burial ground in the country. It is perhaps time that our City Council regarded it less as
an extension of the Botanic Garden and more as an important heritage asset to the city
with recreational and tourism potential.
Story: Priscilla Williams, photos: Kate Fortune

Symonds St Cemetery photos, clockwise from top left:
Tree root damage in the Anglican section; an interesting
tomb in the small but well-maintained Jewish section; the
grave of Captain William Hobson (Governor 1840-1842);
a striking memorial for a 4-yr-old child, Isa Watson – a
sculpture portrait, not an angel; and the Presbyterian
section with fewer trees and less damage
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